CloudBlue
Multi-cloud Orchestrator
Develop and deliver unique
IaaS solutions faster

Multi-cloud Orchestrator streamlines
application and workload deployments across
your private, hybrid and public cloud stack
from a single dashboard. Using integrations
with configuration management tools, you
can develop your own unique IaaS solutions
and accelerate your solution deployment on
cloud.

Build and innovate faster
Build solutions faster with customer-ready application
templates, and deploy applications more quickly with
automated tools and preconfigured blueprints. Save more
time by managing multiple cloud environments from one
platform.

Improve efficiencies
Cut down on your resources spent on provisioning,
deployment, billing and more. Plus, save on the overhead for
multiple architects to manage multiple cloud platforms. You’ll
increase your productivity with streamlined operations.

Increase revenue opportunities
Expand your portfolio with prebuilt solutions, and build your
own unique IaaS co-sell solutions. You can also offer scalable
solutions across multiple cloud platforms, and update your
offerings as you automate infrastructure deployment.

www.cloudblue.com

What can your business achieve with Multi-cloud Orchestrator?

Multi-cloud orchestration
Standardize and orchestrate resource
deployment and management processes
across multiple cloud platforms (public,
private or hybrid).

Build cloud-agnostic applications
Creating customer-ready packages of
your specialty business solutions and/or
workloads at scale.

Switch to a DevOps model
Accelerate your software delivery by
moving to a development operations
(DevOps) model.

What can you do with Multi-cloud Orchestrator?
Multi-cloud management
A unified dashboard allows you to manage resources and
deployments across your public, private and hybrid cloud stacks.

Create IaaS offers
Custom build infrastructure solutions and create listings for them
through CloudBlue Connect to be listed on your storefront.

Integration with commerce platform
Pull and match subscription, deployment, usage, billing and
invoicing information for each IaaS platform in your CloudBlue
Commerce system.

Infrastructure automation
Combine an application’s reference architecture, configurations,
deployment scripts and code from open source communities into
a template.

About CloudBlue
CloudBlue delivers a hyperscale platform with hypergrowth
products and services and access to a hyperconnected
ecosystem of 200+ top-selling vendors, 200+ leading brands
and over 80,000 partners globally.

80,000 active resell partners
30 million cloud subscriptions
2 billion potential end customers

120 pre-integrated products including

200 leading-brand customers including
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